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The control of emission from localized light sources is an objective of outstanding relevance in
nanophotonics. In a recent past, a large number of metallic nanostructures has been proposed to this end,
wherein plasmonic modes are exploited as energy carriers on a subwavelength scale. As an interesting
alternative, we present here the use of surface modes on patterned dielectric multilayers to deliver
electromagnetic power from free-space to localized volumes and vice versa. Thanks to this low-loss energy
transfer, proper periodic ring structures are shown to provide a subwavelength focusing of an external
radiation onto the multilayer surface. By reciprocity, the radiated power from emitters within the ring
center is shown to be efficiently beamed in the free-space, with a well-controlled angular divergence. This
mechanism overcomes some important limitations involved in the all-plasmonic approach, while opening
new opportunities for hybrid devices in photon management applications such as optical sensing and
lighting.
T
he transfer of electromagnetic energy between free-space and localized volumes has deserved intense
research efforts during the last years. The nano-antenna paradigm well illustrates this general concept at
optical frequencies1, especially in cases wherein the energy delivery is resonantly assisted by plasmonic
modes2. Individual antennas constituted by single or few nano-scatterers3–7 can convert deeply confined energy
into freely propagating radiation (and vice versa) according to some angularly anisotropy, i.e. the antenna
directivity. On the other hand, when multiple antennas are spatially arranged in proper arrays, the overall
directivity can be greatly improved, at the cost of a general lack of energy localization in the near-field8–11.
However, periodic structures can also act as mere couplers for propagating surface plasmons12 that can be further
localized on a subwavelength scale by several additional means13–15. Therefore, a system based on periodic
structures can still support an energy conversion process between localized volumes and free-space, when
mediated by propagating surface plasmons16. Previously proposed arrangements, which exploit circular gratings
coupled to plasmonic nano-cavities, have been demonstrated to exhibit both a strong energy confinement
capability and a good directivity of the radiated electromagnetic field17,18. Unfortunately, the use of surface
plasmons as energy carriers in these systems suffers from ohmic losses that reduce the efficiency of the overall
mechanism.
In order to overcome the limitation above, we propose here an alternative approachwherein the energy transfer
between free-space and localized volumes is mediated by surface modes on dielectric multilayers. The low
absorption exhibited by the multilayer materials makes the surface modes propagating over long distances, in
the order of hundreds of micrometers19 in a very wide spectral range. In the specific arrangement presented here,
we demonstrate that a structure constituted by a circular grating on a planar multilayer shows optical features
similar to the well-known plasmonic ring antennas18 with much narrower resonances. In fact, despite the
underlying physics is radically different, the multilayered grating structure can out-couple radiation emitted
by localized sources with a very high directivity into the free-space and in-couple and focus surface waves on a
subwavelength scale, according to the limitations imposed by an all-dielectric structure. In addition to the
experimental evidence for these two effects, we also provide a quantitative estimation of the fluorescence collec-
tion enhancement obtained by exploiting the antenna effect in an exemplary low-Numerical Aperture optical
system.
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Results
BWS coupling and focusing. The sample structure is sketched in
Figure 1 and detailed in the Method section. Very briefly, it consists
of a dielectric multilayer constituted by a periodic stack of Silica and
Tantalia layers, whereon circular gratings are fabricated. The
multilayer is such that TE-polarized surface modes (also called
Bloch Surface Waves –BSWs-) can be sustained at wavelengths
below 600 nm, as illustrated by the angularly resolved reflectivity
map shown in Supplementary Figure S1(a). The BSW field
distribution across the multilayer is quite strongly confined on the
surface, where an intense near-field enhancement occurs20
(Supplementary Figure S1(b)). This effect is due to two reasons: (i)
the BSW is a surface-bound state (i.e. the BSW wavevector is larger
than 2p/l and therefore it does not leak in air), (ii) the BSW
dispersion curve lays within a forbidden band of the underlying
multilayer. Given the stack sequence described in the Method
section, two kinds of multilayers are considered here: a ‘‘regular’’
layout consisting of 16 total layers and a ‘‘low leakage’’ layout,
consisting of 22 layers. The main difference between the two
layouts is in the total amount of power that can be resonantly
transferred from/to the BSW to/from propagating radiation in the
glass substrate. Although the band structure of these two kinds of
multilayers is substantially similar (and so is the BSW dispersion
curve), the ‘‘low leakage’’ layout sustains BSW with lower losses
due to leakage into the substrate.
The circular grating is etched on the multilayer top layer in such a
way that a ring pattern is arranged with a spatial periodL5 520 nm
around a flat inner spacer. The total thickness of the grating is about
100 nm. The grating vector is radially oriented with respect to the
circular grating center, and has a module K 5 2p/L 5 12.08 mm21
that is very close to the BSW wavevector in the wavelength range
between 532 nm and 590 nm wavelength.
When an external radiation of a specific wavelength l is impinging
on the circular grating from air, it undergoes diffraction according to
the Bragg’s law. The first-order (11) diffracted radiation has a wave-
vector component kT11 parallel to the multilayer surface as given by
kT11 5 kT0 1 K, where kT0 is the wavevector component of the
incident radiation parallel to the multilayer surface. When kT11
matches the BSW wavevector, energy coupling between the incident
radiation and the surface mode can occur. For an incidence radiation
with wavelength l 5 532 nm (as used here), the BSW cannot be
coupled at a perfectly normal incidence, but an incidence angle of
about 2.3 degrees is required.
In a recent paper it has been demonstrated that a linear grating can
couple BSWon a planarmultilayer21. In the case of the ring structures
shown here, the grating has a curvature radius and an in-plane
focusing effect can be expected for the grating-coupled BSW, in
analogy to surface plasmons22,23. This effect has been observed by
locally illuminating a portion of a circular grating fabricated on a
‘‘regular’’ multilayer and observing the leakage radiation associated
to BSW as collected with an interference leakage radiation micro-
scope (detailed in the Method section and illustrated in
Supplementary Figure S2). Starting from the illuminated area, a
BSW is coupled and then focused in a central region of the inner
spacer surrounded by the circular grating. Experimental amplitude
and phase maps of the focused BSW are shown in Supplementary
Figure S3. The appearance of a pair of phase dislocations in the BSW
focal region supports the observation of the focusing effect24.
More interestingly, when the circular grating is homogeneously
and fully illuminated with the laser beam, the coupling to BSW can
occur according to the local spatial orientation of the grating. A
circular BSW converging toward the center can be then produced.
In order to provide momentum matching between BSW and the
incident radiation through the grating, the angular spread of the laser
beam can be slightly adjusted (see Methods section). Experimental
amplitude and phase maps of focused BSW are presented in
Fig. 2(a,b). If the laser is linearly polarized, BSW can be coupled only
from locations of the rings wherein a polarization matching con-
dition is satisfied. Specifically, the TE-polarization of BSW allow
efficient coupling only from those regions having grating vector
perpendicular to the laser polarization. In the present case, for a
y-polarized incident beam, the leakage radiation associated to the
focused BSW has a two-lobe symmetric distribution oriented along
the x-axis. When the laser polarization is rotated, the observed pat-
tern is rotated accordingly (see Supplementary Figure S4). The BSW
focusing effect produces a subwavelength central lobe in the spacer
center, with an estimated Full Width Half Height of about 220 nm
(Fig. 2(c)).
We observe that the amplitude profile shows a fringe pattern with
a spatial frequency doubled as compared to the wavefront frequency
appearing in Fig. 2(b). This is due to an interference effect by two
counter-propagating BSWs. The phase cross-section along the hori-
zontal line sketched in Fig. 2(b) shows a sawtooh profile indicating
the two counter-propagating BSWs converging at the grating center
(Fig. 2(d)). The existence of these two counter-propagating BSWs
can be better appreciated by considering the Fourier spectrum ampli-
tude calculated from the complex field (obtained from measured
amplitude and phase) along the horizontal line (Fig. 2(e)). The
Fourier spectrum amplitude exhibits two main contributions peaked
at spatial frequencies fx 5 62.025 mm21, corresponding to the cal-
Figure 1 | Sample structure. (a), Scanning Electron Microscope image of the circular grating fabricated on the multilayer structure. (b), sketch of the
cross-sectional view of the patterned multilayer. The stack sequence is glass-[Ta2O5-SiO2] 3 6-Ta2O5-SiO2-air for the ‘‘regular’’ layout, while it is glass-
[Ta2O5-SiO2] 3 10-Ta2O5-SiO2-aifor the ‘‘low leakage’’ layout. The grating period is L 5 520 nm and the inner spacer diameter can be either
D 5 5 mm or D 5 8 mm. The height of the grating is h 5 100 nm.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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culated BSW spatial frequency obtained from the BSW dispersion
shown in Supplementary Figure S1(a).
The benefits from BSW focusing can be appreciated in cases
wherein a selective enhanced fluorescence excitation is desired in
the spacer center only. Fluorescence measurements are performed
after incubation of AlexaFluor 546-labelled protein A on the sample.
In this way, a rather photostable fluorescent layer can be homoge-
neously provided over a large surface area. Figure 3 shows direct
plane fluorescence images of a ring structure homogeneously illumi-
nated by a collimated laser. The setup used for thesemeasurements is
described in the Method section. The illumination area is extending
well beyond the lateral size of the circular grating. Moreover, it is
worth to underline that fluorescence collection is performed here by
a NA 5 0.2 objective working in air, in such a way that the BSW-
coupled fluorescence leaking into the substrate is prevented to con-
tribute to the image formation.
When the incident laser is circularly polarized, a fluorescence
image as shown in Fig. 3(a) is collected. We observe some fluor-
escence emitted from the whole grating surrounding a bright spot
located in the spacer center. Although the organic emitter is homo-
geneously distributed on the whole multilayer surface, at the outside
of the ring structure the background fluorescence is rather low. By
taking a (normalized) intensity profile along the horizontal line
drawn in Fig. 3(a), the intensity contrast across the structure can
be better appreciated. The bright central spot shows a fluorescence
intensity that is roughly 10 times higher than the fluorescence com-
ing from the outside of the ring (Fig. 3(b)). This increase in fluor-
escence is produced by the BSWcoupling and focusing from the laser
illumination. Since the spacer region is flat and rather wide, any
physical accumulation of the emitting molecules on the surface can
be excluded.
In case the incident laser radiation is linearly polarized, the fluor-
escence pattern shows a two-lobed shape, whose orientation rotates
depending on the orientation of the laser polarization (Fig. 3(c–e)).
By comparing results with the interferometric analysis of Fig. 2, we
can conclude that the fluorescence distribution presented above
mainly represents the fluorescence trace of the BSW coupled from
the laser. However, it is well known that the fluorescence emission
can in turn couple to surface modes25. This effect is separately
addressed in the next sections.
Fluorescence beaming. In this section, the coupling of localized
emitters to BSW on the multilayered ring structure is considered.
In order to investigate the coupling of fluorescence into the
multilayer modes and the corresponding propagation directions
out of the sample, a microscopy technique based on Back Focal
Plane (BFP) imaging26,27 is employed (details in the Methods
section). Illumination is provided as a focused laser beam.
Figure 4(a) shows a typical BFP fluorescence image collected from
a planar area with no adjacent structures. The observed bright rings
correspond to fluorescence coupled to TE and TM modes of the
multilayer and leaking into the glass substrate20. In particular, fluor-
Figure 2 | Amplitude and Phase of leaking BSWs. (a), amplitude and (b), phase distribution of the leakage radiation associated to a converging laser
BSW. Coupling is performed by illuminating a circular grating (D5 5 mm,L5 520 nm) on a ‘‘regular’’ multilayer with a linearly polarized (y-direction)
laser (l 5 532 nm). The dashed circle indicates the boundary on the inner spacer. (c), cross-sectional field amplitude profile along the horizontal line
shown in (a). (d), cross-sectional field phase profile and (e) its corresponding Fourier spectrum amplitude along the horizontal line shown in (b).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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escence coupled into BSW is associated to the bright yellow ring with
radius [(kx/k0)2 1 (ky/k0)2]1/2 < 1.04. The radius of the detected
BSW-coupled fluorescence ring depends on the BSW dispersion
curve28. The other rings correspond to fluorescence coupled in other
multilayer modes. Superposed to the BFP image, cross sectional
intensity profiles (R-channel and G-channel) along an horizontal
line at ky/k0 5 0 are plotted. In addition, individual images corres-
ponding to the R-channel and G-channel intensities are separately
shown in a row on top of the RGB image. A polarization analysis
shows that the BSW-coupled fluorescence has an inhomogeneous
polarization that is azimuthally distributed28, as expected from the
TE-polarization of BSW (see Supplementary Figure S6). A more
detailed BFP-based analysis of BSW-coupled fluorescence from pla-
nar multilayers can be found at Ref. 20.
Figure 3 | Fluorescence from focusedBSW. (a), fluorescence image of a laser BSWcoupled and focused by a circular grating (D5 8 mm,L5 520 nm) on
‘‘low leakage’’ multilayer. Illumination is a collimated, circularly polarized laser beam. (b), cross-sectional fluorescence intensity along the dashed line in
(a). (c), (d), (e), same as in (a) with an incident laser beam linearly polarized as sketched by the arrows in the figures. All images are collected by
means of the setup sketched in Supplementary Figure S5(b).
Figure 4 | Back Focal Plane images for BSW-coupled fluorescence. (a), fluorescence BFP images collected from a planar ‘‘regular’’ multilayer. (b),
fluorescence BFP collected from a circular grating (D 5 5 mm, L 5 520 nm) fabricated on ‘‘regular’’ multilayer. (c), fluorescence BFP collected from a
circular grating (D5 5 mm,L5 520 nm) fabricated on ‘‘low leakage’’ multilayer. Illumination is a laser beam focused onto the center of the inner spacer.
All images are collected bymeans of the setup sketched in Supplementary Figure S5(a). For each colour image, the corresponding R-channel (red) andG-
channel (green) images are separately shown in a row on top of the figure.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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When fluorescence is locally excited in the flat center of a grating
spacer (D 5 5 mm,L5 520 nm), a bright spot appears at kx/k0 5 0,
ky/k0 5 0 in the corresponding BFP image, while the BSW-coupled
fluorescence ring gets weaker (Fig. 4(b)). By illuminating the flat
central area surrounded by the circular grating, we prevent the direct
BSW coupling from the laser. The bright spot at kx/k0 5 0, ky/k0 5 0
is associated to fluorescence leaving the sample almost normally to
the surface, with an estimated full divergence of less than 15 degrees.
Thanks to a mechanism analogous to some plasmonic systems29,30, a
portion of the energy emitted by the excited sources (characterized
by randomly distributed dipolar momenta) is transferred to BSWs
which in turn radially propagate away from the illuminated area.
BSWs are then diffracted out of the multilayer by means of the
circular grating, producing the observed beaming effect. In this
respect, BSWs aremediating the transfer of energy from the localized
sources to the free-space.
Unfortunately, as BSWs propagate onto the multilayer surface,
some losses due to radiation leakage into the substrate occur. In order
to prevent or minimize this unwanted effect, a ‘‘low leakage’’ multi-
layer has been employed (see Method section). Similarly to Fig. 4(b),
Fig. 4(c) shows a fluorescence BFP image for a circular grating fab-
ricated on a ‘‘low leakage’’ multilayer. Illumination is still provided
by focusing the laser in the grating spacer center. After looking at the
intensity contrast between the beamed central spot and the fluor-
escence coupled into other multilayers modes (including the BSW)
or the fluorescence background, a general improvement of the beam-
ing effect can be appreciated. Both the R-channel and the G-channel
data indicate a significant increase in the light emitted along the
multilayer normal direction, thanks to a reduction of losses in the
energy-transfer mechanism mediated by BSWs.
The beaming effect can be largely improved if the circular grating
is fabricated as an additive pattern on top of the last SiO2 layer of the
stack. By properly playing with the dielectric loading mechanism
(producing a redshift of the BSW dispersion curve19,31) and the cir-
cular grating period, we managed to fabricate an additive polymeric
grating that significantly increases the amount of beamed fluor-
escence in a given spectral range. An exemplary result is illustrated
in Supplementary Figure S7.
As discussed, the beaming effect arises from diffraction of BSW-
coupled fluorescence propagating radially from the grating center,
wheremultiple sources are excited. No such an effect can be observed
if the circular symmetry is broken (i.e. the excitation laser spot is off-
center). In order to interpret the observed beaming in the BFP
images, the following geometrical model is proposed. The circular
grating can be considered as composed by multiple wedges of locally
linear gratings, radially oriented. In a polar reference system centered
in the spacer center, each wedge corresponds to a specific azimuthal
angle. Assuming most of the radiated power as coupled to BSW, we
can apply the Bragg law to each wedge, taking the fluorescent BSW as
the incident radiation. On the Fourier plane, fluorescence diffracted
on the first order (11) is distributed as a circular branch obtained by
shifting the BSW-coupled fluorescence ring by an amount equal to
the local grating vector module16. The direction of such a displace-
ment is radial, and oriented according to the azimuthal angle of the
specific wedge considered. As a result, multiple first-order (11)
diffraction branches appear within the portion of the Fourier plane
limited by the maximumNA of collection (NA 5 1.49 in the present
case). The superposition of all diffraction branches leads to the
appearance of a circular caustic in the Fourier plane, i.e. a geometrical
locus wherein the diffracted power from each wedge accumulates.
The size of the circular caustic depends on the grating vector K5 2p/
L. When K equals the fluorescent BSW wavevector (for a given
wavelength), the caustic collapses into a single accumulation point,
thus leading to a normally diffracted beaming with almost zero
divergence. Thismodel is very well supported by experimental obser-
vations. Several gratings with different periods L have been fabri-
cated and employed for BSW-assisted beaming. Results are shown in
Fig. 5, together with the corresponding caustics calculated analyt-
ically on the Fourier plane.
When looking at the direct image of the 1DPC surface, we observe
that the fluorescence beaming effect involves a diffraction mech-
anism occurring on the whole surface of the grating. BSW-coupled
fluorescence can propagate radially from the sources excited in the
inner spacer by the focused laser. Thanks to the low losses, BSW can
propagates for long distances, and undergo diffraction by the grating
Fig. 6(a)). Similarly to the direct plane images in Fig. 3, the collection
optics used here has a low NA to prevent the contribution of sub-
strate-leaking BSW-coupled fluorescence to the image (See Methods
section). The measured intensity profile along a horizontal cross
section shows a central maximum surrounded by a pair of symmet-
ric, decreasing lobes. While the lobes are due to a BSW-assisted
diffraction effect only, the intensity from the central peak is also
due to fluorescence that is directly emitted in the free-space without
any coupling to 1DPC modes (Fig. 6(b)). In particular, the lobe
intensity drops quickly at the outer boundary of the circular grating,
where no any further diffraction occurs. During the propagation
across the grating, the BSW-coupled fluorescence undergoes losses
mainly due to leakage and diffraction, and the observed fluorescence
intensity becomes weaker andweaker as the grating outer boundaries
are approached.
The plurality of sources excited by the focused laser have randomly
oriented dipolar momentum, therefore the coupling to BSW can
occur over all radial directions. However, the BSW are TE-polarized
and this polarization state can be directly observed in the beamed
fluorescence as well. Specifically, the diffracted fluorescence pos-
sesses an inhomogeneous polarization distribution depending on
the azimuthal position of the local grating region it comes from.
By inserting a polarization analyser along the collection path, the
image in Fig. 6(a) is polarization filtered according to the analyser
angular position, as shown in Fig. 6(c–e). This result confirms the
BSW-assisted characteristics of the beamed fluorescence. It should be
recalled now thatmost of the fluorescence intensity observed in Fig. 6
is directed almost normally to the 1DPC surface, leading to a BSW-
assisted radiation extraction mechanism somehow complementary
to the BSW focusing shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
Improvement in fluorescence collection at low Numerical Aper-
tures.Results shown above suggest that the collection of fluorescence
at low NA would be significantly improved thanks to the BSW-
assisted beaming effect. In this section we attempt a quantitative
estimation of the fluorescence collection improvement.
In order to quantify the enhancement in fluorescence collection,
we setup an original scanning microscope as illustrated in Fig. 7 and
detailed in the Method section. Briefly, a scanning system is
employed to locally laser-illuminate the sample surface and to feed
the collected fluorescence into a spectrometer through a collection
fiber. The fiber can be positioned on a BFP image plane, in such away
that only light having specific propagation directions is collected
during the scan. Therefore, this system can provide image data with
spatial, angular and spectral resolution for the collected fluorescence
over a given raster scanned area. In the next, we present experimental
results wherein the collection fiber collects fluorescence from a cir-
cular region centered at kx/k0 5 ky/k0 5 0 on the BFP and corres-
ponding to a NA < 0.1.
The false-color image in Fig. 8(a) is related to the collected fluor-
escence from a scan area containing the circular grating. Intensity
values are integrated over a wavelength range from l 5 570 nm to
l 5 595 nm, after background subtraction. A significant increase of
fluorescence is observed corresponding to the grating inner spacer,
while the grating itself shows a faint fluorescence as compared to the
background. This means that the BSW-assisted beaming effect
improves the collection of fluorescence at NA < 0.1 only when the
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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focused laser illuminates the spacer center, contrary to the case
wherein the laser is focused elsewhere.
In Fig. 8(b), the emission spectrum from the inner spacer (integ-
ration over the black square in Fig. 8(a)) is compared to the emission
spectrum from a region outside the structure (integration over the
green square on top right corner in Fig. 8(a)). In order to quantify a
collection enhancement factor due to the beaming effect, several
spectral ranges are considered, as sketched in the Fig. 8(b). For each
Figure 5 | Caustics in BFP images. Different BFP images of circular gratings on ‘‘regular’’ multilayers are compared to corresponding schematic BFP
patterns calculated by a simple geometrical model. All measured BFPs are obtained by locally excitingmultiple fluorescent emitters in the center of several
circular gratings (D5 5 mm)with different periodsL. The corresponding calculated patterns are obtained by applying the Bragg law to the BSW-coupled
fluorescence ring as diffracted by multiple wedges of the circular grating. For each wedge, a circular branch associated to the first order diffracted BSW is
drawn. The superposition of all those diffraction branches produces a caustic circle whereon all the diffracted intensities sum up. The diameter of the
caustic circle depends on the grating periodL and indicates the angular shape of the diffracted fluorescence out of themultilayer surface.When the caustic
circle collapses into a single point, the BSW-coupled fluorescence is almost completely beamed normally to the sample surface, with low divergence. (a),
(e), grating period L 5 560 nm. (b), (f), grating period L 5 520 nm. (c), (g), grating period L 5 500 nm. (d), (h), grating period L 5 440 nm.
Figure 6 | Spatial distribution of beamed BSW-coupled fluorescence. (a), direct image of fluorescence excited by a laser beam focused onto the flat inner
spacer of a circular grating (D 5 5 mm, L 5 520 nm) fabricated on ‘‘low leakage’’ multilayer. (b), cross-sectional fluorescence intensity along the
horizontal dashed line in (a). (c), (d), (e), same as in (a) with the addition of a polarization analyser in collection, whose orientation is sketched by the
arrows in the figures. All images are collected by means of the setup in Supplementary Figure S5(c).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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spectral range, the ratio Ispacer/Ioutside is calculated, wherein Ispacer and
Ioutside refer to the fluorescence intensities integrated over the cor-
responding spectral range and over spatial regions defined by the
black box and the green box in Fig. 8(a), respectively. A set of values
for the ratio Ispacer/Ioutside is obtained by making the green box
sequentially sampling the whole image, with the exclusion of the
grating area. Finally, the collected data set for each spectral range
are represented as histograms, as shown in Fig. 8(c–g). Each his-
togram provides information about the statistical distribution of
the enhancement factor, clearly wavelength-dependent. For
example, the highest enhancement factor is estimated as 26.37 6
10.93 and it is observed for wavelengths between 582.5 nm and
588.75 nm (Fig. 8(e)). If the total wavelength range from l 5
570 nm to l 5 595 nm is considered, the enhancement factor is
estimated as 19.18 6 5.36 (Fig. 8(g)).
Discussion
In this work we demonstrate that BSW on 1DPC can play the role of
mediator of energy transfer from localized volumes to free space and
vice versa. For example, a grating coupler can focus BSW at the
1DPC/air interface on a region smaller than the diffraction limit
for propagating light in air. The surface-bound nature of BSW is
such that the field intensity reaches its maximum substantially at
the 1DPC surface. Although such an all-dielectric approach is not
suitable to attain to a deep subwavelength localization of electromag-
netic energy, as in many nano-plasmonic arrangements, BSW focus-
ing represents a real three dimensional confinement of radiation over
a region that is substantially planar and several microns apart from
the coupling structure.
By reciprocity, emitters located on the 1DPC surface are likely to
couple a significant portion of energy to BSW, despite the inherently
multimodal features of the 1DPC32. This preferential coupling can
also be ascribed to the surface-bound nature of BSW. Once radiated
energy is transferred to BSW, it can be manipulated with diffraction
gratings, as shown in the results presented above. Other arrange-
ments can be used as well, including waveguides19, refractive ele-
ments33, and so on. Unlike the majority of photonic crystal
structures, the surface modes are here sustained without the need
of any surface corrugation34. Therefore, BSW can be further manipu-
lated by fabricating suitable elements on a basically flat surface, thus
easing the overall fabrication process.
The use of BSW as energy carrier presents some advantages as
compared, for example, to the surface plasmon counterpart. First,
losses due to absorption are dramatically reduced thanks to the use of
dielectric materials. This effect produces direct benefits in terms of
surface wave propagation length, resonance quality factor and near-
field enhancement on the 1DPC surface as well. Furthermore, BSW
spectral range (from UV to near infrared), dispersion and polariza-
tion state (either TE or TM) can be almost arbitrarily tuned by
operating on the 1DPC design35–37.
In conclusion, we provide here an all-dielectric platform showing
an inherent surface-resonant behavior38 that can be exploited for
energy transfer over large distances. Althoughwe presented a specific
illustrative example of some BSW-mediated effects, the underlying
principle can be widely applied to other arrangements. For example,
plasmonic nano-structures such as nano-antennas or nano-particles
can be integrated on a 1DPC surface, in a so-called hybrid config-
uration39 in such a way that further field confinement effects can be
produced. The use of dielectric multilayers is compatible with most
of the fabrication technology currently employed for optical nano-
antennas on transparent substrates. Therefore, it would be possible
to surround the plasmonic nano-objects with a photonic-tailored
environment that can ease the coupling of energy (e.g. elastic scatter-
ing, fluorescence, Raman) to/from the outer world, mediated by
BSW40–43. The improvements from this platform can be readily
appreciated in a number of surface-optics application fields such as
lens-free optical sensing44,45 and lighting46,47.
Methods
Sample fabrication. The 1DPC consists of a dielectric multilayer made of a stack of
Ta2O5 (high refractive index) and SiO2 (low refractive index) layers, deposited on a
glass coverslip 150 mm thickness by plasma ion assisted deposition under high
vacuum conditions (APS904 coating system, Leybold Optics). A schematic of the
sample is presented in the Fig. 1. The stack sequence is glass-[Ta2O5-SiO2] 3 6-
Ta2O5-SiO2-air for the ‘‘regular’’ layout, while we have glass-[Ta2O5-SiO2] 3 10-
Ta2O5-SiO2-air for the ‘‘low leakage’’ layout. Therefore, the ‘‘regular’’ multilayer has a
total of 16 layers, while the ‘‘low-leakage’’ multilayer keeps the same stack sequence
but has 22 layers in total. The Ta2O5 layer is 95 nm thick, the SiO2 layer is 137 nm
thick, but the latest SiO2 layer on top of the stack is only 127 nm thick. The ring
structure is fabricated by electron beam lithography followed by a Reactive Ion
Etching step. The geometrical parameters are detailed in the Fig. 1. For fluorescence-
basedmeasurements, a homogeneous thin layer of protein A labelled with AlexaFluor
546 at a concentration of 3 mg/ml is incubated on the sample surface and then
washed. Due to electrostatic interaction, the fluorescent protein is homogeneously
grafted on the sample surface, thus providing a very thin layer of fluorescent material.
Having a uniform distribution of emitters on the sample surface raises some
advantages. Indeed, it allows to locally excite fluorescence in any location, by simply
focusing an excitation laser beamwhere needed. In addition, when the illumination is
distributed over a large area, intensity contrast comparisons are readily accessible by a
simple offline analysis of wide-field images.
The planar multilayer sustains BSW having a dispersion curve as illustrated by the
calculated reflectance map shown in Supplementary Figure S1(a). The calculated
BSW intensity profile at a wavelength l5 532 nm shows a 600 fold enhancement on
the multilayer surface, as illustrated in Supplementary Figure S1(b).
Leakage radiation interference microscopy setup. The experimental setup is
sketched in Supplementary Figure S2. A detailed description of the working principle
of the interferometric technique employed for the amplitude and phase retrieval in
this arrangement can be found elsewhere48. A collimated beam from a frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser source at l5 532 nm is split in two arms of a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer by means of a Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS). The polarization of the
Figure 7 | BFP Scanning FluorescenceMicroscope.The sample is scanned
through a focused laser beam that locally excites fluorescence. Illumination
is done bymeans of an oil immersion objective (NA5 1.49). The radiation
leaking into the substrate is collected by the same objective and spectrally
filtered for having only fluorescence reaching the detector. A tube lens
produces a magnified BFP image over a remote plane where a collection
fiber (core diameter 50 mm) can be accurately positioned. The fiber is
moveable along two directions, in such a way that light can be fiber-
collected from selected regions of the BFP image. Collected light is sent to a
spectrometer equipped with a CCD camera. As an example, when the fiber
is placed in the very center of the BFP image, only light propagating
normally with respect to the sample surface (kx 5 0, ky 5 0) is collected and
spectrally analysed. Since the illumination is focused, it is therefore
possible to obtain spatially resolved spectral information about the
fluorescence leaving the sample along specific directions of propagation.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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light beams can be independently controlled through a pair of half wavelength plates
and Glan-Taylor polarizers. The object beam is used for illumination and sent to an
objective (Numerical Aperture, NA5 0.5) used for sample illumination. The effective
NA of the illumination objective can be reduced by operating on a diaphragm in front
of the objective entrance pupil. In this way, the angular spread of the incident laser
beam can be tuned in order to satisfy the momentum matching required for BSW
grating-coupling.
Leakage radiation emerging from the sample is collected with an oil immersion
objective (Nikon APO TIRF 1003, NA 5 1.49) and imaged through a tube lens on a
Charge-Coupled Device (CCD), where it is superposed with the reference beam. The
phase of the reference beam is changed from 0 to 2p in five steps by means of a piezo-
actuated mirror. The five corresponding images are fed into an offline image pro-
cessing algorithm based on the Schwider–Hariharan method49 and amplitude and
phase distributions of the collected field (leakage radiation) are then retrieved. In
order to collect the leakage radiation only, a beam blocker has been inserted after the
collection objective in such a way that the light propagating inside the light cone in air
(NA # 1) is filtered out.
Fluorescence imaging systems. Fluorescence images are collected by employing two
apparatuses. For the Back Focal Plane (BFP) measurement, a colour RGB CMOS
camera (DCC1645C from Thorlabs) is used. The setup is sketched in Supplementary
Figure S5(a) and has an upper illumination stage and a lower collection stage. In the
measurements presented here, the upper stage mounts a NA 5 0.2 objective (Zeiss
Ultrafluar 103) working in air. The lower stage mounts a NA 5 1.49 oil immersion
objective with (Nikon APO TIRF 1003). The illumination objective focuses a
doubled frequency Nd:YAG laser beam (l 5 532 nm) onto the sample surface. The
laser beam is obtained by collimating the output of a single-mode fiber wherein a free-
space propagating beam has been injected from the laser cavity. In order to filter out
the Raman signal coming from the fiber, a laser line filter is employed after the
collimation of the beam (532 nm MaxLineH, Semrock). Upon illumination, the light
leaking into the substrate is collected by the oil immersion objective and then
spectrally filtered (RazorEdgeH Longpass 532, Semrock) in order to block the laser
radiation. A tube lens produces a BFP image of the collection objective onto the
camera. Thanks to this feature, the angular distribution of fluorescence leaking into
the substrate can be imaged. For the direct imaging of the multilayer surface (e.g. as
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5), a monochromatic CCD camera (Apogee Ascent) is
employed, as shown in Supplementary Figures S5(b,c). Most of the setup is analogous
to the previous one, but the laser illumination from the upper objective is distributed
as a uniform beam over a circular region 150 mm wide. This homogeneous
illumination can be obtained by feeding the illumination objective with a laser beam
weakly focused on its back focal plane, in such a way that the objective operates as a
collimator. In alternative, illumination can be a focused laser beam (Supplementary
Figure S5(c)). Fluorescence is collected by a NA 5 0.2 objective operating in air, in
such a way that only the directly emitted fluorescence and the beamed BSW-coupled
fluorescence contribute to the final image recorded on the camera, therefore
excluding the BSW-coupled fluorescence leaking into the substrate.
BFP Scanning fluorescence microscope. The setup is aimed at performing a spectral
analysis of light emitted from the sample surface with both spatial and angular
resolution. As sketched in Fig. 7, the sample is scanned through a focused laser beam
(l 5 532 nm) emerging from an oil immersion objective (NA 5 1.49). The leakage
radiation is collected bymeans of the same objective and then passed through an edge
filter (RazorEdgeH Longpass 532) to filter out the laser radiation. A tube lens produces
a magnified BFP image of the collection objective onto a remote plane, wherein a
multimode fiber end is located. The fiber end is supported by a two-dimensional
translational stage, and can be accurately moved onto the BFP image plane. The fiber
collects fluorescence from specific portions on the BFP image and delivers the
collected radiation to a spectrometer (Acton SpectraPro 300, Princeton Instruments).
Since the angular resolution achievable with such a system is inversely proportional to
the lateral dimension of the collection fiber core, we found a tradeoff between fiber
diameter, BFP magnification factor and signal-to-noise ratio of fluorescence spectra
as measured by the spectrometer CCD. In a suitable configuration, the fiber diameter
is completely contained within a region of NA# 0.1 on the BFP image plane. During
the scan, fluorescence is locally excited by the focused laser spot. For each scan
position, the fluorescence spectrum can be recorded, according to the specific
propagation direction as determined by positioning the collection fiber onto the BFP
image. The presented measurement consists of an array of 150 3 150 pixels, with an
integration time of 5 ms for each pixel. The laser illumination is kept at low power to
avoid rapid photobleaching of the emission during the scan.
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